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Medical Device Sales
Streamlined with PFL’s Personal Marketing Center
The Challenge
Hospitals across the country are facing funding crunches and tight
regulatory control—making it more important than ever for medical
device marketing teams to ﬁnd disruptive ways to get their message
to prospects.
Communicating the value of a product–telling the sales story–has
become critical. With distributed sales teams in oﬃces, hospitals and
laboratories all over the country, keeping a consistent story is diﬃcult.
Compounding this challenge is the trend to make messaging targeted,
personalized and engaging.
Sales reps in the ﬁeld need a quick way to engage marketing materials
and collateral for their prospects, and marketing teams need to make
sure that messaging stays consistent.
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The Solution
Instead of creating another platform for sales reps to
learn, Personal Marketing Center (PMC) integrates
directly into Salesforce. This makes for a rapid adoption
of PMC across the enterprise as reps get a more singular
experience when it comes to sales enablement. This
solution oﬀers a range of improvements, such as:

Flexible templates for developing personalized
collateral such as email and direct mail sends. The
templates were created by Marketing and locked
down to preserve brand standards and maintain
compliance with industry guidelines, while

With PMC, sales reps can
use marketing-approved
templates to send emails,
order print and direct
mail assets.

customization gives sales reps control to match
personality and relationship with each prospect.
Print collateral can be ordered and printed from
within the PMC. Print orders are fulﬁlled by PFL,
freeing sales reps to focus on growing sales and
closing deals.
PMC bridges Salesforce Sales Cloud and
marketing automation platforms, such as
Salesforce Marketing Cloud, to track prospect
behavior and suggest how sales reps should
engage speciﬁc prospects, sending the right piece
at the right time.
Information pertinent to sales cycle lives in one
location. PMC allows sales reps to monitor
prospect behavior, view contact history, and craft
messaging all from a single dashboard.

The Resolution
Medical device companies can enforce brand integrity and
ensure a cohesive sales story across the enterprise with
PMC. Streamlined access to preexisting marketing materials
relieves sales reps from the time consuming act of creating
content, while empowering them to direct energy toward
bringing in new business by closing deals. Most importantly,
PMC allows sales reps to create the kind of personalized
experiences that get them noticed, improve customer
relations and convert prospects into customers.
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Personal Marketing Center
Personal Marketing Center is a single source
that empowers sales reps to communicate
more eﬀectively with their customers with
personalized content while maintaining
brand compliance.

About PFL
PFL is a marketing technology company that
provides marketing automation and sales
enablement solutions, as well as printing,
mailing and fulﬁllment services.

